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    Abstract

        
            This comprehensive topical report discusses the key findings in the development of an advanced blower for HVAC applications. The benefits of rearward inclined blades over that of traditional forward inclined blades is well documented, and several prototype wheels are demonstrated in various housings. A comparison of retrofitted blowers to that of three typical units from the industry is presented. The design and modification of the blower housing is addressed and the impact of size limitations on static efficiency is discussed. The roadmap to rearward-inclined wheel technology insertion is presented and typical static efficiency gains are documented.
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                    VARIABLE SPEED INTEGRATED INTELLIGENT HVAC BLOWER

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Wang, Shixiao; Wiegman, Herman; Wu, Wilson; ... 
                            

                    This comprehensive topical report discusses the key findings in the development of a intelligent integrated blower for HVAC applications. The benefits of rearward inclined blades over that of traditional forward inclined blades is well documented and a prototype blower design is presented. A comparison of the proposed blower to that of three typical units from the industry is presented. The design of the blower housing is also addressed and the impact of size limitations on static efficiency is discussed. Issues of air flow controllability in the rearward inclined blower is addressed and a solution to this problem is proposed. Severalmore » motor design options are discussed including inside-out radial flux designs and novel axial flux designs, all are focused on the various blower needs. The control of the motor-blower and airflow through the use of a high density inverter stage and modern digital signal processor is presented. The key technical challenges of the approach are discussed. The use of the motor as a sensor in the larger heating/ventilating system is also discussed. Diagnostic results for both the motor itself and the blower system are presented.« less
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                    Integrated high efficiency blower apparatus for HVAC systems

                    
                        Patent
                            Liu, Xiaoyue; Weigman, Herman; Wang, Shixiao
                            

                    An integrated centrifugal blower wheel for a heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) blower unit includes a first blade support, a second blade support, and a plurality of S-shaped blades disposed between the first and second blade supports, wherein each of the S-shaped blades has a trailing edge bent in a forward direction with respect to a defined direction of rotation of the wheel.
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                    Variable-speed blower motors gaining ground in residential HVAC market

                    
                        Book
                            Gregerson, J
                            

                    Variable-speed blowers with electronically commutated permanent-magnet motors are gaining ground in the residential forced-air HVAC market. Variable-speed blower motors offer better comfort, better air mixing, lower noise, and tighter temperature and humidity control, as well as higher efficiency and lower peak demand than the constant-speed blower motors installed in most standard systems. Although these benefits cost considerably more up front, some homeowners think the extra cost is justified. Sales are increasing dramatically, and although variable-speed units made up less than three percent of the market in 1993, industry representatives predict that variable-speed blower motors may become the standard within tenmore » to twenty years. The benefits of variable-speed gas furnaces also open up the potential for collaboration between gas and electric utilities. The best way for an electric utility to encourage customers to consider variable-speed gas furnaces may be through the gas utility, since homeowners look to the gas utility when it`s time to make a decision about a gas furnace purchase. Gas utilities can also benefit from variable speed by providing their customers better comfort, and possibly by reducing the customer`s gas bill (due to zoning or better control).« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Airflow regulation in variable-speed systems for residential HVAC applications

                    
                        Conference
                            Becerra, R; Beifus, B
                            

                    In the majority of heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems, air is the final medium for adding or extracting heat from or to the space to be air conditioned. Air is heated by passing it over a heat transfer device called a coil, which is a heat exchanger with air on the outside and the primary heating/cooling medium (water, steam, electricity, refrigerant, etc.) on the inside. One of the major factors determining heat transfer is the airflow rate, which can be controlled by mechanical means or by controlling the speed of the fan. Centrifugal fans driven by single-speed induction motorsmore » traditionally have been used in the JVAC industry but have an airflow characteristic that depends on the static pressure seen by the system. Variable-speed systems are starting to emerge as a strong alternative to traditional systems because of their ability to match the demand of the air-conditioned space, resulting in higher efficiencies and higher comfort. System efficiency can be improved by constraining the range of airflows provided by the fan or blower system in response to system pressure, that is, by controlling the airflow over the heat exchanger. This paper presents a method to regulate airflow independent of the static pressure and without the need for airflow sensors.« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Measurement of airflow in residential furnaces

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Biermayer, Peter; Lutz, James; Lekov, Alex
                            

                    In order to have a standard for furnaces that includes electricity consumption or for the efficiency of furnace blowers to be determined, it is necessary to determine the airflow of a furnace or furnace blower. This study focused on airflow testing, in order to determine if an existing test method for measuring blower airflow could be used to measure the airflow of a furnace, under conditions seen in actual installations and to collect data and insights into the operating characteristics of various types of furnace blowers, to use in the analysis of the electricity consumption of furnaces. Results of themore » measured airflow on furnaces with three types of blower and motor combinations are presented in the report. These included: (1) a forward-curved blower wheel with a typical permanent split capacitor (PSC) motor, (2) a forward-curved blower wheel with an electronically-commutated motor (ECM), and (3) a prototype blower, consisting of a backward-inclined blower wheel matched to an ECM motor prototype, which is being developed as an energy-saving alternative to conventional furnace blowers. The testing provided data on power consumption, static and total pressure, and blower speed.« less
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